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Linking Rules 
In DESITE md, links between 3D model elements and objects from other domains can be created 

based on user defined rules. 

For example, activities in a time schedule, BoQ items or object types in domain Types can be linked 

automatically to geometry objects. Rule-based linking is performed based on attributes of geometry 

objects and attributes of the objects of the respective domain.  

Rule-based linking editor can be accessed via chain icon next to domain widget button in the 

respective domain i.e. Building Structure: 

 

New rules can be created via + button at the bottom left corner in the editor window. Assign an 

appropriate name to each rule and define which Geometry Properties i.e. which 3D object attributes 

are to be compared with corresponding Building Structure Properties. If property values of both 

domains match together, objects are linked to activities automatically. 

The following screenshot shows an example of three different rules to automatically link geometry 

objects to a Building Structure: 

(Button text in the lower right is modified in the daily) 

 

Options to create rules and links: 

• “+” Button: Create a new Linking Rule 

• “-“ Button: Delete the selected Linking Rule 

• Remove All Links: Removed all links between geometry objects and domain objects. This 

considers links created by linking rules as well as manual create links 

• Remove Links: Removes all links create by linking rulesUpdate Visible Links: Creates or 

updates links based on the active Linking Rules for visible geometry objects only 

• Update All Links: Creates or updates links based on the active Linking Rules for all geometry 

objects 

Defining rules: 

• Active: activate or de-activate this rule 

• Name: name of the rule 

• Matchtype: select between “Exact Match”, “Wildcard” or “RegExp” ( Regular Expression) 
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• Geometry Property: The name or names of the Geometry properties that are used for the 

linking. You can specify one property or multiple properties by placing multiple property 

names between double square brackets “[[…]]”. You can place a separator (e.g. “,”) between 

the property names to make the concatenated properties more readable. Any other 

separator or no separator can also be used as desired. 

• Geometry Datatype: Data type of the geometry property (if only one is used). If more 

properties are defined, this field is empty. 

• Equal sign “=”: visual separation between the definition of the properties in the geometry 

domain (on the left site) and the definition of the properties in the domain where the objects 

should be linked to (on the right site; in this example the Building Structure domain). 

• [domain] Property: The name or names of the domain properties that should be linked to. 

• [domain] Datatype: Data type of the domain property (if only one is used) Data type must  

match on left and right side. 

To assign a linking rule to objects in the domain, you can either: 

1. Select the related objects (e.g the Section in the Building Structure) in the domain and click  

 
2. Isolate the related objects (e.g the Section in the Building Structure) in the domain and click 

 
3. Drag and drop the rule to the name of the object in the domain (preferred option) 

 

To see which Linking Rules are applied to a domain element, set the standard DESITE attributes 

“cpLinkRule” and “cpLinkRuleValue” as visible in the columns. These parameters contain the name of 

the assigned rule as well as the value of the parameter defined in that linking rule. 

 

Match types 
The Match type defines how the property values are evaluated in a Linking Rule. 

Exact Match 
Geometry objects and domain objects will be linked together, if the defined property values in the 

Linking Rules are identical. 

Wildcards 
Wildcards are placeholders represented by a single character, that can be used in filters and Linking 

Rules.  
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Example: 

 

The property “test_wildcards” has the value “GK*”. The related Linking Rule defined this value as a 

“Wildcard”, so all geometry objects with a property value that begins with “GK” will be linked to the 

related domain object. 

 

In DESITE the following Wildcards can be used for Linking Rules and also for Filters: 

Search term Description 

Wa* Text that begins with 'Wa', such as ‘Wall’ 

*wall*12.* Text that contains the elements ‘Wall' and ‘12.', such as 

'BasicWall_12.5’ 

Concrete Steel Masonry Text is either 'Concrete' or 'Steel' or 'Masonry' 

"Basic Wall XY" Text equals 'Basic Wall XY' (without quotation marks, this 

would mean 'Basic Wall' or ‘XY' 

!Wa* Text that does not begin with 'Wa' 

Wa* Wind* 

(space in between) 

Text that begins with 'Wa' or 'Wind' 

> C All text that begins with D, E, F etc. 

< 0 All negative numbers 

!* Property is not present/defined 

# Wa* Remove all applied filters (i.e. no AND relation) and then 

show all objects which the property value begins with 'Wa'. 
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H[ua]nd  Finds Hund and Hand  

 

 

Regular expressions 
A regular expression is a pattern of characters that can be used in Linking Rules to define a matching 

patter. 

Example: 

 

The property “test_regex” has the value “^(STB.+OG02.+)”. The related Linking Rule defined this 

value as a “Regular Expression”, so all geometry objects with a property value that matches this 

RegEx will be linked to the related domain object. 

 

In this example two Geometry Properties are used, “Type Name” and “cpRevitLevel”. The RegEx 

matches with all values (as a combination of “Type Name” and “cpRevitLevel”) that: 

• starts with “STB” (Quantifier “^”)  

• followed by any character with one or more repetitions (Metacharacter “.” and Quantifier 

“+”) 

• followed by “OG02” (Letters and Digits) 

• followed by any character with one or more repetitions (Metacharacter “.” and Quantifier 

“+”) 

Quick reference 

The following summary of Regular Expressions is just an excerpt and not a complete reference. To 

learn more about Regular Expressions (RegEx), countless web resources and tutorials are available. 

Some examples:  

• https://www.regular-expressions.info/tutorial.html 

• https://regexone.com/ 

https://www.regular-expressions.info/tutorial.html
https://regexone.com/
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• https://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_regexp.asp 

 

Brackets 

Brackets are used to find a range of characters 

Expression Description 

[abc] Find any character between the brackets 

[^abc] Find any character NOT between the brackets 

[0-9] Find any character between the brackets (any 
digit) 

[^0-9] Find any character NOT between the brackets 
(any non-digit) 

(x|y) Find any of the alternatives specified 

 

Quantifiers 

Quantifier Description 

n+ Matches any string that contains at least one n 

n* Matches any string that contains zero or more 
occurrences of n 

n? Matches any string that contains zero or one 
occurrences of n 

n{X} Matches any string that contains a sequence of 
X n's 

n{X,Y} Matches any string that contains a sequence of 
X to Y n's 

n{X,} Matches any string that contains a sequence of 
at least X n's 

n$ Matches any string with n at the end of it 

^n Matches any string with n at the beginning of it 

?=n Matches any string that is followed by a specific 
string n 

?!n Matches any string that is not followed by a 
specific string n 

 

  

https://www.w3schools.com/jsref/jsref_obj_regexp.asp
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Metacharacters 

Metacharacters are characters with a special meaning: 

Metacharacter Description 

. Find a single character, except newline or line 
terminator 

\w Find a word character 

\W Find a non-word character 

\d Find a digit 

\D Find a non-digit character 

\s Find a whitespace character 

\S Find a non-whitespace character 

\b Find a match at the beginning/end of a word, 
beginning like this: \bHI, end like this: HI\b 

\B Find a match, but not at the beginning/end of a 
word 

\0 Find a NULL character 

\n Find a new line character 

\f Find a form feed character 

\r Find a carriage return character 

\t Find a tab character 

\v Find a vertical tab character 

\xxx Find the character specified by an octal number 
xxx 

\xdd Find the character specified by a hexadecimal 
number dd 

\udddd Find the Unicode character specified by a 
hexadecimal number dddd 

 

 


